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Descriptive Summary
Title: American Mutoscope and Biograph Company Collection
Dates: 1895-1909
Collection Number: P-069
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 1.25 linear feet (Boxes: postcard in L.C.)
Repository: Seaver Center for Western History Research, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County
Abstract: Albums. Six small volumes containing the catalog of American Mutoscope and Biograph Co. (New York) films. There are three proofs each from approximately 3000 short films. Catalog includes title and running length. ca. 1895-1909, undated
Language of Material: English
Access
Research is by appointment only
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Scope and Content of Collection
Albums. Six small volumes containing the catalog of American Mutoscope and Biograph Co. (New York) films. There are three proofs each from approximately 3000 short films. Catalog includes title and running length. ca. 1895-1909, undated